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Neutrino masses might be as light as a few time the atmospheric neutrino mass splitting. The relic cosmic
neutrinos may cluster in wide Dark Hot Local Group Halo. High Energy ZeV cosmic neutrinos (in Z-Showering
model) might hit relic ones at each mass in different resonance energies in our nearby Universe. This non-
degenerated density and energy must split UHE Z-boson secondaries (in Z-Burst model) leading to multi injection
of UHECR nucleons within future extreme AUGER energy. Secondaries of Z-Burst as neutral gamma, below
a few tens EeV are better surviving local GZK cut-off and they might explain recent Hires BL-Lac UHECR
correlations at small angles. A different high energy resonance must lead to Glashow’s anti-neutrino showers
while hitting electrons in matter. In water and ice it leads to isotropic light explosions. In air, Glashow’s anti-
neutrino showers lead to collimated and directional air-showers offering a new Neutrino Astronomy. Because
of neutrino flavor mixing, astrophysical energetic tau neutrino above tens GeV must arise over atmospheric
background. At TeV range is difficult to disentangle tau neutrinos from other atmospheric flavors. At greater
energy around PeV, Tau escaping mountains and Earth and decaying in flight are effectively showering in air
sky. These Horizontal showering is splitting by geomagnetic field in forked shapes. Such air-showers secondaries
release amplified and beamed gamma bursts (like observed TGF), made also by muon and electron pair bundles,
with their accompanying rich Cherenkov flashes. Also planet’s largest (Saturn, Jupiter) atmosphere limbs offer
an ideal screen for UHE GZK and Z-burst tau neutrino, because their largest sizes. Titan thick atmosphere
and small radius are optimal for discovering up-going resonant Glashow resonant anti-neutrino electron showers.
Detection from Earth of Tau, anti-Tau, anti-electron neutrino induced Air-showers by twin Magic Telescopes on
top mountains, or space based detection on balloons and satellites arrays facing the atmosphere’s limbs are the
simplest and cheapest way toward UHE Neutrino Astronomy Horizons.
1. Introduction: ντ , ντ , νe Astronomy
Neutrino astronomy by its τ flavor has been
noted only recently [1,2,3,4], so called HorTaus
or Earth skimming neutrinos.
Neutrino masses, their splitting and mixing, see
Fig.1, lead to a ντ rise. Indeed ν mixing guaran-
tees a complete oscillation even at high energy,
because of modest (in cosmic unity) neutrino os-
cillation distance:
Lνµ→ντ = 32 pc
(
Eν
1021 eV
)(
∆m2ij
2.5 · 10−3 eV 2
)−1
enriching rare ντ lepton components. For an op-
posite argument [3] at energies above 12.9 GeV
up-going atmospheric µ neutrino are poorly con-
verted into τ ones, see Fig.2. Therefore already at
∗The author thanks Drs. A. Colaiuda.
TeVs energies and above, ντ Astronomy is noise
free. But only at higher energies, Eντ ≥ PeV
the ντ air showering is well detectable [2]. The
problem of τ neutrinos crossing, interacting ex-
ternal crust and escaping, as UHE τ , the Earth
[5] is complicated: the terrestrial neutrino opac-
ity at different energies and angles of arrival, the
τ energy losses and its interaction lengths at dif-
ferent energies and materials, makes difficult to
estimate the expected rate. Such a prediction is
further complicated by the existence of a list of
theoretical models for the assumed incoming neu-
trino fluxes (GZK neutrinos, Z-burst model flux
(See Fig.1 and [5]), E−2 flat spectra, AGN neu-
trinos, topological defects). Even extreme light
and non-degenerated neutrino masses may play
a role in UHECR spectra split in multi bump
and ZeV energy modulations; see Fig 1. Most
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Figure 1. Twin Z-Burst Showering [15] occurs at dif-
ferent peak energy (resonance energies Eνi = M
2
Z
/2 ·
mνi ≃ 4 · 10
22(
mνi
0.1eV
)−1 eV,) for non degenerated neu-
trino masses, as 0.1 and 0.05 eV; its consequent secondary
spectra (γ, nucleons, electron pairs) inject ZeV UHECR
(p, n)Ep ≃ 8 · 1020 · (mνi/0.1eV )
−1 eV, and γ, Eγ ≃ a
few 1019 · (
mνi
0.1eV
)−1 eV (by pi0). [12]
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Figure 2. The νµ, νµ is mixed and converted into ντ ,
ντ with suppressions at high energy, making tau neu-
trino astronomy noise-free over atmospheric signals. Here
an approximate φνµ ≃ Eνµ
−3.2 power law has been as-
sumed for atmospheric and prompt neutrinos. An astro-
physical (Waxman-Bachall[7]) UHE fluence φν ·Eν2 ≃ 30
eV cm−1 sr−1 s−1 might rule above atmospheric noise al-
ready at TeVs energies for ντ , ντ , while only at PeVs ones
for νµ, νµ polluted signals. [3]
Figure 3. The forked showering at horizons by UHECR
or τ : their five channels (mostly γ, electron and µ pairs)
are typical of the hadronic event. The fan-shaped jets
arise because of the geo-magnetic bending of charged par-
ticles at high quota (∼ 23 − 40 km). These Showers are
hundreds km long whose signature would be discovered
by Space Station Arrays (Optical, γ, e±, µ±) facing the
Earth Limb or EUSO looking downward. UHECR secon-
daries in horizontal showers below the horizons are mostly
made by µ± pairs.
Figure 4. The interaction length for UHE neutrinos
with nuclei and νe with electron as a function of their
energy, crossing the Earth (higher dashed line), at 1010
cmwe, and Titan smaller size satellite [11,12]. Because of
it up-going Glashow resonant νe cannot cross vertically
and air-shower from the Earth, but they may from Titan
atmosphere.[12]
of the authors focus on the UpTaus tracks in un-
derground km3 detectors. We showed that our
results give an estimate of the τ air-shower event
rates that exceeds earliest studies [6] but they
are comparable or even below more recent pre-
dictions [8]. Different rate estimations are lead-
ing to a vanishing number of events a year [6] in
EUSO, a fraction of unity of them [9] or a few
3of events a year [5] in AUGER array observable
from the Ande shadows (on West side) as well
as a dozen of events for EUSO in three years [5].
We pointed out [5,10] that the consequent µ±,
e±, γ bundle fluence and signature of HorTaus
largely differs (by its electromagnetic richness)
from that of horizontal filtered UHECR back-
grounds at far horizons. Also new net charge sin-
gle bundle (by HorTaus) are possible at high al-
titude splitting air-showers (see Fig.3)[5,10]. We
apply all our previous results to the calculation
of the averaged expected number of µ±, e± and
γ in the up atmosphere see Fig.5. These up-going
muon peak flux ≃ 10−11 cm−2s−1sr−1 (≃ 6o be-
low horizons), originated by guaranteed GZK τ
secondaries, exceed the observed up-going muon
atmospheric one ≃ 10−13 cm−2s−1sr−1 (induced
by atmospheric neutrinos), making the search of
rare bundles a realistic Neutrino telescope above
the noise. Crown Array by large areas surfaces
(102− 103 m2) on top mountains are needed [10].
This search at horizons atmosphere regards also
Glashow’s resonance νe + e → W
− → X , Eνe =
MW
2
2·me
≃ 6.4 ·1015 eV. Also τ -channel may lead via
νe + e→W
− → τ + ντ to Tau air-showers. Sim-
ilar to νe + e → W
− → X neutrino astronomy
might arise in SUSY models by UHE χ0 via s-
electrons resonance χ0 + e → e˜ → χ0 + e [13].
These showers will split by geomagnetic fields,
into twin fingers defined by their charges (muon
and electron pair arcs and rectilinear γ paths for
tens and hundreds of km distances, see (Fig.3).
Their imprint may be soon revealed in on going
Magic Telescope test at horizons by the discover
of twin spots lights a few degree one from the
other,[12]. Also up-ward horizontal muon bun-
dles at top mountain in present (USA) and future
Milagro detectors (Bolivia) are a very promising
road to astrophysical ντ ,νe neutrino air-showers.
In conclusion, neutrino astronomymay soon shine
at horizons of Earth by air-showers seen in space
(as from satellites and balloons arrays) or from
mountains: their signatures maybe soon found in
Magic Cherenkov split lights detections by the
canaries twin telescope facing the far horizons,
within muon and gamma bundle Cherenkov rings,
in time and direction coincidence with BL-Lac,
Mrk, GRB rising sources [5,14,12].
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4Figure 5. Up: The average differential number of event
rate of τ leptons (HorTaus) for an input GZK constant
neutrino energy fluency φνµ ·Eνµ
2
≃ 30 eV cm−1 sr−1 s−1
at Waxman-Bachall [7] level. We are assuming that τ ’s are
escaping from an Earth outer layer made of rock [5,10].
Note the discontinuity at θ ≃ 1 rad, due to terrestrial
higher density core profile. The smallest homogeneous
curve correspond to lowest UHE neutrino from 1010 to
1021 eV energy. Middle: The consequent differential num-
ber of event rate of the secondary muons (exceeding at
horizons the upward atmospheric induced ones), as before
figure. Last: γ flux produced by the decay in flight of τ
leptons in the Earth’s atmosphere. A proportional par-
asite Cherenkov photons (≃ 104 more abundant than γ
ones) from these air-showers behave with a comparable
angular profile [5,10,12].
